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Dear Friends,
Thomas and Wyletta Malone are an exciting example of what God can do with a couple intent upon serving Him!
In the 1990’s I helped disciple a friend of mine, Robert, who took discipleship seriously and recruited his friends Thomas
and Wyletta to the 1996 Weekend-To-Remember conference in Columbia, SC. After the conference, Robert challenged
Thomas and Wyletta to begin using the FamilyLife small group studies to invite their friends to attend their new small
group. Thomas and Wyletta also took this discipleship challenge seriously and began to see couples come to know
Christ and get involved in small groups in their church. Many of these couples began to influence their friends and
acquaintances. Thomas and Wyletta today have their own ministry in Greenville , SC (Legacy Builders) and continue to
lead others to Christ, discipling them and challenging them to become multipliers themselves. Abraham Lincoln said
“the strength of a nation lies in the homes of its people”. Thomas and Wyletta have gone on to influence hundreds if
not thousands for the gospel and are greatly impacting homes in our nation.
Our focus with FamilyLife is to see marriages and families flourish, which starts with knowing and following Christ. We
are excited to see people coming out in large numbers to our Weekend To Remember conferences where God’s principles of oneness in marriage results in influencing the world around us towards the Savior. A few of the statistics below
show the felt needs of marriages and families across our country.
This past year 49,290 people attended FamilyLife Weekend To Remember conferences in 75 cities across the US. Of
those who attended, 521 people indicated for the first time that they accepted Christ as their Savior at the conference
and another 1,890 indicated that they had rededicated their lives to the Lord. One of the most exciting things for Sherri
and I is that we are directly involved in the follow up from the conferences in the Southeast. We not only get to interact
with these new believers, but we will be helping to train our volunteers in how to disciple new believers or couples who
want to impact their churches, their neighborhoods and their businesses.
This is our ultimate goal, to see couples join hands to strengthen their homes and influence the world around them for
Christ! Thank you for making this possible by being a part of our team!
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